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The structure of the magnesium aluminosilicate glasses (MgO)x (Al2O3)y(SiO2)1−x−y, where 0 � x < 1,14

0 � y < 1 and x + y < 1, was explored by neutron and x-ray diffraction, aided by the results from 27Al magic15

angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. A wide composition range was investigated, using16

aerodynamic levitation with laser heating to extend the glass-forming region well into the peraluminous regime17

where R = x/y < 1. The results were interpreted with the aid of an analytical model for the composition-18

dependent structure where magnesium ions do not contribute towards the glass network. The model delivers19

Al-O bond distances typical of fourfold and fivefold coordinated aluminum atoms. It also delivers Mg-O20

coordination numbers of 4.46(9) and 5.39(10) for magnesium in a predominantly network-modifying versus21

charge-compensating role, corresponding to Mg-O bond distances of 2.024(10) and 2.120(20) Å, respectively.22

The more compact coordination environment of the network modifier is related to an enhanced probability of23

magnesium finding nonbridging oxygen (NBO) atoms as the nearest neighbors. Structural change is observed24

along the tectosilicate tie line in the transformation from a “normal” to “anomalous” glass, where the mechanism25

of deformation under sharp-contact loading changes from shear flow to densification. A minimum in the26

composition dependence of the glass hardness is related to a minimum in the Al-O coordination number and to27

a competition between the availability of NBO atoms, which break the connectivity of the tetrahedral network,28

versus high cation field-strength Mg2+ and fivefold and sixfold coordinated Al3+ ions, which cross-link the29

pieces of the network thus fragmented.30

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.00.00560031

I. INTRODUCTION32

Magnesium is a critical component in amorphous alumi-33

nosilicates that have widespread applications ranging from34

commercial display glass [1] to the models for magmatic35

materials in geoscience [2,3].36

In active matrix displays, Si-based devices are deposited37

onto a flat glass substrate, and alkaline earth oxides are38

employed in the glass-making process in order to avoid high-39

mobility alkali ions that can migrate from the glass structure40

to poison these devices [1]. Here, alkaline earths like MgO are41

used to decrease the liquidus temperature and promote a large42

liquidus viscosity, which is necessary for making flat glass43

*Corresponding author: p.s.salmon@bath.ac.uk
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sheets via the fusion-draw process, whilst helping to suppress 44

crystallization. As compared to its alkaline earth counterparts, 45

an MgO containing glass will (i) have a higher strain point, 46

which is important for accessing the high-temperature pro- 47

cessing conditions where Si-based devices are deposited; (ii) 48

be less dense, which is beneficial for making lighter weight 49

products; (iii) have a smaller coefficient of thermal expansion, 50

which can be used to advantage when matching the coefficient 51

of the glass substrate to silicon in order to minimize thermal 52

stress; and (iv) have a larger Young’s modulus, which leads 53

to stiffer glass that will exhibit less elastic distortion. MgO is 54

also used to tune the compressive stress in display glass that is 55

strengthened by ion exchange [4]. Its addition to Al2O3–SiO2 56

improves the crack resistance, which can be adjusted, along 57

with the hardness, by varying the glass composition [5]. 58

MgO is a key component in the CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 59

(CMAS) family of crustal and mantle minerals [2], where 60

the glass under pressure is often used as a model system for 61

dry basaltic melts [6,7]. Ingested materials from the CMAS 62

family have a deleterious effect on the operation of gas- 63

turbine engines when they melt and react with the thermal 64
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barrier coatings of components in the hot sections of those65

engines [8–10]. Glass ceramics from the CMAS system find66

applications that range from the cordierite substrates used for67

catalytic convertors in the automobile industry [11], to the68

sealant for solid oxide fuel cells [12]. Magnesium aluminosili-69

cate (MgAS) glasses are possible supplementary cementitious70

materials, which contribute towards the properties of hardened71

concrete [13].72

In all these applications, the structural role of magnesium73

in the vitreous state is largely unknown. This situation arises74

from (i) the chameleon-like nature of magnesium, which has75

the ability to take an Mg-O coordination number from 4 to 676

or beyond, and (ii) the lack of definitive structural information77

from experiment. For instance, information from 25Mg magic78

angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)79

experiments is scarce because of the low natural abundance80

(10%), low gyromagnetic ratio, and significant quadrupole81

moment (nuclear spin I = 5/2) of the 25Mg isotope [14].82

We have therefore been motivated to explore the structure83

of the MgAS glasses (MgO)x(Al2O3)y(SiO2)1−x−y, where84

0 � x < 1, 0 � y < 1 and x + y < 1, by neutron diffraction85

(ND) and x-ray diffraction (XRD). In this work, the aluminum86

speciation obtained from 27Al MAS NMR experiments is87

used as a constraint in the interpretation of the measured88

pair-distribution functions. In general, the diffraction and 27Al89

MAS NMR experiments were performed on the same sample90

of a given glass. A wide range of compositions was investi-91

gated along tie lines in the ternary composition diagram where92

the silica content was kept constant at 50, 60, or 70 mol%,93

using aerodynamic levitation with laser heating (i.e., contain-94

erless processing) to extend the glass-forming region well into95

the peraluminous regime where the ratio R = x/y < 1. The96

tectosilicate tie line was also investigated where R = 1. Along97

this join, the charge on Mg2+ can be balanced by forming98

two [AlØ4/2]− units, where Ø denotes a bridging oxygen99

(BO) atom, which gives the possibility of a network in which100

all the silicon atoms are in SiØ4/2 units, i.e., the number of101

nonbridging oxygen (NBO) atoms per tetrahedron NNBO/NT102

= 0. The results are interpreted with the aid of a recently103

developed analytical model for the composition-dependent104

structure of aluminosilicate glasses, which will be referred105

to as the GYZAS model following the first letters of the106

surnames of its authors [15].107

This paper is organized as follows. The essential diffraction108

theory is given in Sec. II. The sample preparation, 27Al MAS109

NMR and diffraction experiments are described in Sec. III and110

the results are summarized in Sec. IV. The GYZAS model for111

MgAS glasses is outlined in Sec. V and is used in Sec. VI to112

help interpret the diffraction results. The effect of the structure113

on the glass hardness is also considered. Conclusions are114

drawn in Sec. VII.115

II. THEORY116

The total structure factor measured in a diffraction experi-117

ment is given by [21]118

S(k) = 1 + 1

〈w(k)〉2

∑
α

∑
β

cαcβwα (k)wβ (k)[Sαβ (k) − 1],

(1)

where k is the magnitude of the scattering vector; cα 119

is the atomic fraction of chemical species α; wα (k) is 120

the k-dependent x-ray atomic form-factor fα (k) or the k- 121

independent coherent neutron scattering length bα of chemical 122

species α; the mean value 〈w(k)〉 = ∑
α cαwα (k); and Sαβ (k) 123

is the Faber-Ziman partial structure factor for the chemical 124

species α and β. Neutral atom form-factors were used in the 125

XRD data analysis [22]. The neutron scattering lengths of the 126

elements are bMg = 5.375(4) fm, bAl = 3.449(5) fm, bSi = 127

4.1491(10) fm, and bO = 5.803(4) fm [23]. 128

The total pair-distribution function is given by the Fourier 129

transform relation 130

D′(r) = 2

π

∫ ∞

0
dk k[S(k) − 1]M(k) sin(kr)

= D(r) ⊗ M(r), (2)

where r is a distance in real space and ⊗ is the one- 131

dimensional convolution operator. M(k) is a window function 132

given by M(k) = 1 for k � kmax and M(k) = 0 for k > kmax, 133

where kmax is the maximum accessible k value, and M(r) is 134

the real-space manifestation of M(k). In the case when kmax is 135

sufficiently large that M(k) does not truncate the oscillations 136

in S(k), Eq. (2) delivers the unmodified total pair-distribution 137

function D(r). 138

In an ND experiment 139

D(r) = 4πρ r

〈b〉2

∑
α

∑
β

cαcβbαbβ[gαβ (r) − 1], (3)

where ρ is the atomic number density, 〈b〉 is the mean neutron 140

coherent scattering length, and gαβ (r) is the partial pair- 141

distribution function for the chemical species α and β. Each 142

peak i in rgαβ (r) was represented by the Gaussian function 143

pi
αβ (r) = 1

4πρ

n̄β
α (i)

ci
βri

αβ

1√
2πσ i

αβ

exp

[
−

(
r − ri

αβ

)2

2
(
σ i

αβ

)2

]
, (4)

where ri
αβ , σ i

αβ , and n̄β
α (i) are the peak position, standard devi- 144

ation and coordination number of chemical species β around 145

α, respectively. The measured D′(r) function was fitted to a 146

sum of these Gaussian peaks, convoluted with M(r), using 147

the procedure described in Ref. [24]. The goodness of fit was 148

assessed by the parameter Rχ [25]. 149

In the XRD experiments, the contribution of each Gaussian 150

peak pi
αβ (r) to S(k) − 1 was calculated and Fourier trans- 151

formed to real-space using the same M(k) function as used 152

for the experimental data [24]. A least squares procedure was 153

then used to fit an appropriate sum of these Fourier trans- 154

forms to T ′(r) = T (r) ⊗ M(r) using the program PXFIT (A. 155

C. Hannon, private communication), where T (r) ≡ D(r) + 156

T 0(r) and T 0(r) = 4πρr. The fitted functions are presented 157

as D′(r) = [T (r) − T 0(r)] ⊗ M(r) = T ′(r) − 4πρr for ease 158

of comparison with the neutron diffraction results. 159

In the following, the functions measured by neutron and 160

x-ray diffraction will be denoted by the subscripts “N” and 161

“X,” respectively. 162
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FIG. 1. Ternary diagram showing the glass compositions inves-
tigated by using ND with the instrument D4c, SLS or GEM, or
by using XRD. Series I–III correspond to tie lines with 50, 60,
and 70 mol% silica, respectively, and series IV corresponds to the
tectosilicate tie line.

III. EXPERIMENT163

A. Sample preparation and characterization164

The compositions of the investigated MgAS glasses are165

shown in Fig. 1. The glasses were prepared by using either a166

classic bulk-quenching procedure or containerless processing,167

and are designated by MgASx_(100 − x − y), with x and y168

expressed in mol%.169

The first set of glasses was made by melting 900–1000 g170

batches in covered Pt or Pt/Rh crucibles at 1650 ◦C, and171

pouring the melt onto a steel table. In some cases, the material172

was double melted to ensure glass homogeneity. The glasses173

were annealed at a temperature in the range 700 ◦C–750 ◦C174

[15,16].175

The second set of glasses was made by first mixing ∼100 g176

batches of an appropriate quantity of MgO, Al2O3 and SiO2177

powders (Rectapur, Merck) under alcohol in an agate mortar178

for 1 h [17]. Each mixture was dried by slowly heating to179

1000 ◦C. The glass was prepared by melting the mixture in180

a covered platinum alloy crucible at 1627 ◦C, equilibrating for181

between 4 and 6 h, and dipping the bottom of the crucible into182

distilled water. The sample was then crushed, remelted and183

requenched four times to ensure glass homogeneity.184

The third set of glasses was prepared from high purity MgO185

(Aldrich, 99.999%), Al2O3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.998%) and186

SiO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) powders that had been calcined at187

1000 ◦C [18]. For each sample, a batch of powder of mass ∼2–188

3 g was melted in a Pt/10%Rh crucible at 1550 ◦C or 1650 ◦C189

for 1 h, and the melt was quenched by placing the bottom190

of the crucible onto a liquid-nitrogen cooled copper block. In191

some cases, the material was double melted to ensure glass192

homogeneity. The MgAS_50_50_a glass of mass ∼3 g was193

made by calcining powdered MgO (Alfa Aesar, �99.995%)194

and SiO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) at 1000 ◦C, mixing the powders195

by shaking, and melting the mixture in a Pt/10%Rh crucible196

at 1650 ◦C for 2 h. The melt was quenched by placing the197

bottom of the crucible in water. The sample was ground, and198

the melt and quench procedure was then repeated. The overall199

mass loss during processing was ∼1%, which was probably 200

related to the loss of re-adsorbed water. 201

The fourth set of glasses corresponds to compositions with 202

�80 mol% silica. Each glass was made by a double melting 203

procedure, employing iridium crucibles in an induction fur- 204

nace at 2000 ◦C, and was annealed at 800 ◦C [16]. The glasses 205

did not show any visible phase separation. 206

The final set of glasses corresponds to compositions with 207

a high alumina content in the peraluminous regime [17]. 208

The starting ceramic or glass-ceramic material was made in 209

the same way as the second set of glasses but with a melt 210

temperature of 1677 ◦C–1727 ◦C. The material was melted in 211

an aerodynamic leviation device using a CO2 laser and an 212

argon/oxygen mixture (21% oxygen by volume) as the flow 213

gas (CEMHTI, Orléans). The glass was formed by switching 214

the laser power off. 215

The composition of each glass was measured using either 216

inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometry 217

[15,16] or electron microprobe analysis [17], or it was taken 218

from the batch composition. The density was measured using 219

a helium pycnometer. The glass compositions and densities 220

are summarized in Table I. The aluminum speciation for the 221

majority of the glass samples is reported elsewhere [15–17]. 222

B. Solid-state NMR experiments 223

For several newly prepared glasses along the 60 mol% 224

silica tie line, 27Al MAS NMR experiments were performed 225

using a Bruker Avance III spectrometer working with a prin- 226

cipal magnetic field of 20.0 T (27Al Larmor frequency of 227

221.5 MHz). The powdered samples were spun at 33.3 kHz 228

in 2.5 mm diameter zirconia rotors. To retrieve quantitative 229

spectra, a pulse of 0.5 µs with a radio-frequency field strength 230

of 50 kHz was used, giving a flip angle of less than π/18 231

as measured for the reference solution [26]. This short pulse 232

leads to a broad excitation of the spinning sideband manifold, 233

which is acquired over a large 2.5 MHz spectral width, the 234

rolling baseline induced by the 4.8 µs dead time being re- 235

moved in an automated way [27]. Spin-lattice relaxation times 236

were estimated at around 0.5 s and a recycle delay of 0.5 s was 237

chosen accordingly, with 500 to 8000 transients accumulated 238

depending on the alumina content of each sample. All spectra 239

are referenced to a 1 M solution of Al(NO3)3 in HNO3. 240

Spectra were simulated with a modified version of DMFit 241

[28] assuming a statistical distribution of the local environ- 242

ments (the so-called GIM or “Czjzek model [29]) leading to 243

a set of four variable parameters per aluminum site: the pop- 244

ulation, mean isotropic chemical shift δ̄iso, full width at half 245

maximum of a Gaussian distribution of isotropic chemical 246

shifts 	δ̄iso, and standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution 247

of quadrupolar interactions σc. Fits were made to the line 248

shapes of both the central transition 〈1/2,−1/2〉 and the spin- 249

ning sidebands generated by the external 〈±1/2,±3/2〉 and 250

〈±3/2,±5/2〉 transitions (when visible). The position and 251

width of the latter provide additional experimental constraints 252

on the fit. One should note that with the current acquisition 253

conditions the spinning sidebands have significant intensities 254

and their so-called “n = 0 component lies below the center 255

line. It is therefore necessary to account for this additional 256

intensity if one wants to retrieve precise site populations. 257
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TABLE I. MgAS glass compositions and characterization. The glasses were prepared by classic bulk-quenching (BQ) or containerless
processing (CP). The number density ρ is given with an error of ±0.0001 Å−3. The ND work used the instrument SLS, GEM, or D4c, and
the XRD work used beamline 6-ID-D. The speciation found from the 27Al MAS NMR experiments is given (with an error of ±1–2%) along
with the mean Al-O coordination number n̄O

Al. The latter was calculated using the full precision of the values found for the speciation from the
NMR analysis.

ρ Diffraction Al(IV) Al(V) Al(VI) 27Al NMR
Glass x y 1 − x − y R Method (Å−3) method (%) (%) (%) n̄O

Al reference

MgAS_27_46 0.2742 0.2689 0.4569 1.020 BQa 0.0810 SLS 86 13 1 4.15(5) [16]
MgAS_50_50_a 0.5000 – 0.5000 – BQb 0.0819 GEM, XRD – – – – –
MgAS_50_50_b 0.4962 – 0.5038 – BQc 0.0806 D4cf – – – – –
MgAS_44_50 0.4443 0.0592 0.4965 7.505 BQd 0.0818 SLS, D4c, XRD 91 9 0 4.09(5) [15]
MgAS_38_50 0.3837 0.1177 0.4987 3.260 BQd 0.0810 SLS, D4c, XRD 91 9 0 4.09(5) [15]
MgAS_37p5_50 0.3750 0.1250 0.5000 3.000 BQb 0.0804 D4c, XRD – – – 4.09g [15]
MgAS_28_51 0.2825 0.2062 0.5113 1.370 BQd 0.0792 SLS, D4c, XRD 88 12 0 4.12(5) [15]
MgAS_25_50_a 0.2490 0.2476 0.5034 1.006 BQa 0.0797 SLS, D4c 87 12 1 4.13(5) [16]
MgAS_25_50_b 0.2500 0.2500 0.5000 1.000 BQb 0.0795 D4c, XRD – – – 4.13g [16]
MgAS_22_50 0.2216 0.2794 0.4990 0.793 BQd 0.0799 SLS, D4c 80 19 1 4.21(5) [15]
MgAS_20_50 0.2000 0.3000 0.5000 0.667 CPe 0.0798 SLS 70 25 5 4.36(5) [17]
MgAS_15_50 0.1500 0.3500 0.5000 0.429 CPe 0.0804 SLS, D4c 63 32 5 4.42(5) [17]
MgAS_13_50 0.1250 0.3750 0.5000 0.333 CPe 0.0798 SLS – – – 4.54f [17]
MgAS_10_50 0.1000 0.4000 0.5000 0.250 CPe 0.0809 SLS, D4c 46 42 12 4.66(5) [17]
MgAS_30_61 0.3015 0.0918 0.6067 3.284 BQd 0.0773 SLS, D4c, XRD 94 6 0 4.06(5) [15]
MgAS_30_60_a 0.3000 0.1000 0.6000 3.000 BQe – – 94 5 1 4.06(2) This work
MgAS_30_60_b 0.3000 0.1000 0.6000 3.000 BQb 0.0771 D4c – – – 4.06g [15]
MgAS_24_60 0.2400 0.1600 0.6000 1.500 BQe – – 94 6 0 4.07(1) This work
MgAS_22_62 0.2227 0.1619 0.6154 1.376 BQd 0.0767 SLS, XRD 86 13 1 4.15(5) [15]
MgAS_19p7_60 0.2016 0.1973 0.6011 1.022 BQa 0.0771 SLS 90 10 0 4.11(5) [16]
MgAS_20_60_a 0.2000 0.2000 0.6000 1.000 BQe 0.0771 SLS 90 10 0 4.11(2) This work
MgAS_20_60_b 0.2000 0.2000 0.6000 1.000 BQb 0.0766 D4c, XRD – – – 4.11g [16]
MgAS_18_60 0.1763 0.2222 0.6015 0.793 BQd 0.0772 D4c 78 19 3 4.25(5) [15]
MgAS_15_60 0.1500 0.2500 0.6000 0.600 BQe 0.0767 SLS 82 17 1 4.20(3) This work
MgAS_10_60 0.1000 0.3000 0.6000 0.333 CPe 0.0750 SLS 71 26 3 4.32(3) This work
MgAS_17_70 0.1728 0.1244 0.7028 1.389 BQd 0.0737 D4c, XRD 82 16 2 4.20(5) [15]
MgAS_15_70_a 0.1522 0.1481 0.6997 1.028 BQa 0.0737 SLS 90 9 1 4.11(5) [16]
MgAS_15_70_b 0.1476 0.1484 0.7040 0.995 BQd 0.0736 XRD 78 19 3 4.25(5) [15]
MgAS_13_70 0.1336 0.1654 0.7010 0.808 BQd 0.0741 D4c 74 22 4 4.30(5) [15]
MgAS_7_76 0.0700 0.1700 0.7600 0.412 BQe 0.0735 D4c 94 6 0 4.06(5) [17]
MgAS_10_81 0.0982 0.0962 0.8056 1.021 BQa 0.0708 SLS 90 9 1 4.11(5) [16]
MgAS_7_86 0.0709 0.0738 0.8553 0.961 BQa 0.0701 SLS 87 11 2 4.14(5) [16]
MgAS_5_90 0.0501 0.0487 0.9012 1.029 BQa 0.0698 SLS 87 11 2 4.14(5) [16]
MgAS_0_100 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 – BQ 0.0662 D4ch – – – – –

The sample preparation is described in more detail in aRef. [16]; bRef. [18]; c Ref. [19]; dRef. [15]; or eRef. [17]. f ND data taken from
Ref. [19]; gEstimated; hND data taken from Ref. [20].

When the intensity of a given site appeared to be below a few258

percent, 	δ̄iso and σc were kept fixed during the fitting routine.259

C. Diffraction experiments260

The ND work used the instruments SANDALS (SLS) [30]261

and GEM [31] at the ISIS pulsed neutron source and the262

instrument D4c at the Institut Laue-Langevin [32].263

In the SLS experiments, the quasispherical samples made264

by containerless processing were held in a cylindrical vana-265

dium container of inner diameter 5.00 mm and wall thickness266

0.04 mm. The other samples were coarsely ground and held in267

a cylindrical vanadium container of inner diameter 10.30 mm268

and wall thickness 0.04 mm. Diffraction patterns were mea-269

sured at room temperature (�298 K) for each of the samples270

in its container, an empty container of each size, the empty271

instrument, and a cylindrical rod of the null-scattering al- 272

loy V0.9486Nb0.0514 (diameter 7.95 mm) for normalization 273

purposes. The data sets were processed using the GUDRUN 274

analysis program [33] with inelasticity corrections calculated 275

according to Ref. [34]. The GEM experiment proceeded simi- 276

larly, with the sample held in a cylindrical vanadium container 277

of inner diameter 5.00 mm and wall thickness 0.04 mm. 278

In the D4c experiments, the samples made by container- 279

less processing were held in a cylindrical vanadium container 280

of inner diameter 4.8 mm and wall thickness 0.1 mm. The 281

other samples were coarsely ground and held in a cylindri- 282

cal vanadium container of inner diameter 6.8 mm and wall 283

thickness 0.1 mm. The incident wavelength was 0.4980(1) 284

Å. Diffraction patterns were measured at room temperature 285

(�298 K) for each of the samples in its container, an empty 286

container of each size, the empty instrument, and a cylindrical 287
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FIG. 2. Line shapes of the central transition and spinning side-
bands in the measured 27Al MAS NMR spectra for several of the
MgAS glasses (blue curves). The Czjzek fit to the spectral com-
ponents is given by the green curve for Al(IV), the magenta curve
for Al(V), and the orange curve for Al(VI). The sum of the fitted
functions is given by the broken red curve, which overlays the blue
curve at most values of δMAS. The central peak, which is truncated
for clarity of presentation, is shown in full in Fig. 3.

vanadium rod of diameter 6.08 or 6.37 mm for normalization288

purposes. The data analysis followed the procedure described289

in Ref. [35].290

Two different XRD experiments were performed using291

beamline 6-ID-D at the Advanced Photon Source with a Varex292

4343CT amorphous silicon flat panel detector. The incident293

photon energy was either 100.334 or 100.233 keV, corre-294

sponding to experiments with a sample to detector distance295

of either 281 or 311 mm, respectively, as found from the296

diffraction pattern measured for crystalline CeO2. Cylindrical297

Kapton polyimide tubes of 1.80(1) mm internal diameter and298

0.051(6) mm wall thickness were used to hold the powdered299

glass samples. Diffraction patterns were measured for each300

sample in its container, an empty container and the empty301

instrument. The data were converted to one-dimensional302

diffraction patterns using FIT2D [36] and the corrections for303

background scattering, beam polarization, attenuation, and304

Compton scattering were made using PDFGETX2 [37].305

IV. RESULTS306

A. Aluminum speciation307

The Czjzek fits to the line shapes of both the central308

transition and spinning sidebands are shown in Figs. 2 and309

3 for the 60 mol% silica glasses. The fitted parameters are310

listed in Table S1 [38] where the errors are those estimated by311

the fitting routine and reported by DMFit. The results show312

that, as the alumina content increases, the fraction of fourfold313

coordinated aluminum Al(IV) decreases and the fraction of314

higher coordinated aluminum increases, consistent with pre-315

vious findings [15–17,39,40]. For comparison, Table S2 [38]316

lists the parameters obtained from Czjzek fits to the line shape317

FIG. 3. Line shape of the central transition in the measured 27Al
MAS NMR spectra for the MgAS glasses shown in Fig. 2 (blue
curves). The Czjzek fit is given by the green curve for Al(IV), the
magenta curve for Al(V), and the orange curve for Al(VI). The
sum of the fitted functions is given by the broken red curve, which
overlays the blue curve at most values of δMAS.

of just the central transition. For a given glass composition, 318

the more accurate fit to both the central peak and spinning 319

sidebands shows less Al(IV) and more fivefold coordinated 320

aluminum Al(V) and sixfold coordinated aluminum Al(VI). 321

Table I lists the aluminium speciation and Al-O coordina- 322

tion numbers found from all the solid-state NMR experiments. 323

The results show that Al(IV) is in the majority for all compo- 324

sitions and that Al(V) is the second most abundant species. 325

In the regime where R � 1, Al(VI) occurs rarely (�2%) or is 326

absent. In the peraluminous regime, the proportion of Al(IV) 327

species decreases with R along both the 50 and 60 mol% silica 328

tie lines. 329

B. Diffraction results 330

The neutron and x-ray total structure factors for the glasses 331

with 50 mol% silica are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. 332

For a given composition, there is contrast between the neutron 333

and x-ray results, which reflects the different sensitivity of 334

these techniques to the various pair-correlation functions. As 335

the MgO content of the glass decreases, there is a sharpening 336

of the peak at k � 2.75 Å−1 in the SN(k) functions. Systematic 337

changes to these functions are also observed as the silica con- 338

tent increases along the tectosilicate tie line (Fig. 6). The total 339

structure factors for the other glasses are shown in Figs. S1– 340

S3 [38]. 341

The fitted D′
N(r) functions for the glasses with 50 mol% 342

silica are shown in Fig. 7 and in Figs. S4– S6 [38]. The 343

fitted D′
X(r) functions for this tie line are shown in Fig. 8. 344

The fitted D′
N(r) functions are illustrated in Figs. S7– S8 [38] 345

for the glasses with 60 mol% silica and in Fig. S9 [38] for 346

the MgAS_7_76 glass and the glasses with 70 mol% silica. 347

The fitted D′
X(r) functions for the glasses with either 60 or 348
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FIG. 4. The SN(k) functions for the MgAS glasses with 50 mol%
silica measured using SLS/GEM (black curves) or D4c (red curves).
The vertical error bars are smaller than the curve thickness at most k
values. For clarity of presentation, several of the curves are displaced
vertically and the data sets are shown to 30 Å−1.

70 mol% silica are shown in Fig. S10 [38]. Lastly, the fitted349

D′
N(r) functions for the tectosilicate tie line are illustrated in350

Fig. 9 and in Fig. S11 [38].351

FIG. 5. The SX(k) functions for the MgAS glasses with 50 mol%
silica. Several of the curves are displaced vertically for clarity of
presentation.

In the fitting procedure, the peaks in D′(r) were as- 352

signed by reference to the Si-O, Al-O, Mg-O and O-O 353

coordination environments observed for the crystalline phases 354

(Table II). The Si-O coordination number was fixed at four, 355

and the Al-O coordination number was fixed at the value 356

TABLE II. The Si-O, Al-O and Mg-O coordination numbers and bond distances for several Mg-containing crystalline systems.

Crystal x y 1 − x − y R Polyhedron Atom pair Distance (Å) Reference

MgO 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 – MgO6 Mg-O 2.109(1) [41]
MgSiO3 0.5000 0.0000 0.5000 – SiO4 Si-O 1.63(4) [42]

MgO6 Mg-O 2.11(13)
β-Mg2SiO4 0.6667 0.0000 0.3333 – SiO4 Si-O 1.64(9) [43]

MgO6 Mg-O 2.09(9)
Ca2MgSi2O7 0.6000a 0.0000 0.4000 – SiO4 Si-O 1.624(26)

MgO4 Mg-O 1.916(5) [44]
Mg3Al2Si3O12 0.4286 0.1429 0.4286 3 SiO4 Si-O 1.635(5) [45]

AlO6 Al-O 1.887(5)
MgO8 Mg-O 2.27(8)

Mg0.5AlSiO4 0.2500 0.2500 0.5000 1 SiO4 Si-O 1.66(5) [46]
AlO4 Al-O 1.66(5)
MgO6 Mg-O 2.31(38)

MgAl2O4 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000 1 AlO6 Al-O 1.928(2) [47]
MgO4 Mg-O 1.923(1)

ax gives the total MgO plus CaO content.
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FIG. 6. The SN(k) functions for the MgAS glasses along the
tectosilicate tie line measured using SLS (black curves) or D4c (red
curves). The vertical error bars are smaller than the curve thickness
at most k values. For clarity of presentation, several of the curves are
displaced vertically and the data sets are shown to 30 Å−1.

found from the 27Al MAS NMR experiments (Table I). In357

all cases, the Mg-O peak is asymmetric, as found in exper-358

iments using the method of neutron diffraction with isotope359

substitution (NDIS) in which site specific information was360

gained on the magnesium coordination environment [18]. The361

Mg-O peak shape could be represented by the use of two (or362

occasionally three) Gaussian peaks. Table S3 [38] lists the363

kmax values used for M(k) in the Fourier transformation of the364

measured S(k) functions [Eq. (2)], the fitted r-space range in365

D′(r), and the associated goodness-of-fit parameter Rχ . The366

fitted Si-O, Al-O and Mg-O peak parameters are listed in367

Tables S4– S8 [38].368

For all the glasses with �70 mol% silica, the Mg-O co-369

ordination number 4 < n̄O
Mg < 6. In comparison, the 25Mg370

NMR spectra measured for a variety of molten magnesium371

aluminosilicates indicate that Mg2+ is between fivefold and372

sixfold coordinated in the melt, depending on the composition373

[48]. For the tectosilicate tie line, the fitted Mg-O coordination374

number exceeds six when the silica content �80 mol%, but375

the contribution from the Mg-O correlations to D′(r) is small,376

making it difficult to discern their contribution (Fig. 9 and377

Fig. S11 [38]). The change in structure along the tectosilicate378

tie line will be discussed in Sec. VI F.379

FIG. 7. The fitted D′
N(r) functions for several of the MgAS

glasses with 50 mol% silica. In a given panel, the filled circles give
the measured function, the black solid curve gives the fitted function,
and the other curves show the contributions from the Si-O (blue
broken curve), Al-O (red solid curve), Mg-O (magenta solid curves),
and O-O (green broken curve) correlations. The displaced green solid
curve shows the residual. The O-O correlations were introduced to
constrain the peaks fitted at smaller r values.

V. STRUCTURAL MODEL 380

The GYZAS [15] model for the structure of aluminosili- 381

cate glasses is based on a simple set of reactions in which the 382

silicon atoms remain fourfold coordinated. For the case of the 383

MgAS system, MgO reacts with Al2O3 according to a scheme 384

such as 385

MgO + Al2O3 → Mg2+ + 2[AlØ4/2]−, (5)

which generates network-forming Al(IV) atoms, or with SiO2 386

according to a scheme such as 387

MgO + SiO2 → Mg2+ + [SiØ2/2O2]2−, (6)

which generates NBO atoms as represented by the open oxy- 388

gen symbol on the right-hand side. The Mg2+ ions in Eqs. (5) 389

and (6) play charge-compensating versus network-modifying 390

roles, respectively. Although they may adopt a fourfold co- 391

ordination environment [49], as per the Si and Al(IV) atoms, 392

they are not regarded as network formers (see Sec. VI H). The 393
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FIG. 8. The fitted D′
X(r) functions for several of the MgAS

glasses with 50 mol% silica. In a given panel, the filled circles give
the measured function, the black solid curve gives the fitted function,
and the other curves show the contributions from the Si-O (blue
broken curve), Al-O (red solid curve), Mg-O (magenta solid curves),
and O-O (green broken curve) correlations. The displaced green solid
curve shows the residual. The O-O correlations were introduced to
constrain the peaks fitted at smaller r values.

Al2O3 can also react with SiO2 according to a scheme such as394

Al2O3 + SiO2 → [AlØ4/2]− + Al3+ + [SiØ2/2O2]2−, (7)

where the Al3+ ion serves the dual purpose of modi-395

fying the SiO2 network by the creation of NBO atoms396

and compensating the charge on the [AlØ4/2]− unit. This397

modifying/charge-compensating aluminum species will be398

denoted by Almcc: it represents an Al(V) or Al(VI) atom, and399

is not treated as a network former.400

On the magnesia-rich side of the ternary diagram where401

R � 1, it is convenient to write the glass composition as402

[(MgO)(Al2O3)]py[(MgO)(SiO2)]x−py[(Al2O3)(SiO2)](1−p)y403

(SiO2)1−2x−2y+2py, where the parameter p is a constant404

0 � p � 1, and to consider the reaction scheme [15]405

py(MgO + Al2O3) + (x − py)(MgO + SiO2)

+ (1 − p)y(Al2O3 + SiO2) + (SiO2)1−2x−2y+2py

→ py(Mg2+ + 2[AlØ4/2]−)

+ (x − py)(Mg2+ + [SiØ2/2O2]2−)

FIG. 9. The fitted D′
N(r) functions for several of the MgAS

glasses along the tectosilicate tie line. In a given panel, the filled
circles give the measured function, the black solid curve gives the
fitted function, and the other curves show the contributions from the
Si-O (blue broken curve), Al-O (red solid curve), Mg-O (magenta
solid curves), and O-O (green broken curve) correlations. The dis-
placed green solid curve shows the residual. The O-O correlations
were introduced to constrain the peaks fitted at smaller r values.

+ (1 − p)y([AlØ4/2]− + Al3+ + [SiØ2/2O2]2−)

+ (1 − 2x − 2y + 2py)SiØ4/2. (8)

Hence, the fraction of Al(IV) species is given by fAl(IV) = 406

NAl(IV)/NAl = (1 + p)/2, where NAl(IV) and NAl are the num- 407

ber of Al(IV) aluminum atoms and total number of aluminum 408

atoms, respectively. The relative importance of the reaction 409

schemes in Eq. (8) is controlled by the value of p. For exam- 410

ple, when p = 1 there is no reaction between Al2O3 and SiO2, 411

all the aluminum species are Al(IV), and these Al-centred 412

tetrahedra are charge compensated by Mg2+ ions. The results 413

are then consistent with the standard model for the structure 414

of aluminosilicate glasses in which NBO atoms are absent at 415

R = 1 [50]. However, when p < 1 it is possible to generate 416

Al(V) and/or Al(VI) atoms, in accordance with the results 417

found from the 27Al MAS NMR experiments, such that NBO 418

atoms are present at R = 1. 419

On the Al2O3-rich or peraluminous side of 420

the ternary diagram where R � 1, it is con- 421

venient to write the glass composition as 422
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TABLE III. Parameters given by the GYZAS model for (MgO)x (Al2O3)y(SiO2)1−x−y glasses [15]. Nα refers to the number of atoms of
type α, e.g., NT refers to the total number of Si and Al atoms in tetrahedral units. Charge compensating (cc) and network modifying (m) Mg
atoms are distinguished. The fraction of BO atoms is given by fBO = NBO/NO = 1 − fNBO.

Parameter R � 1 R � 1

fAl(IV) = NAl(IV)/NAl (y + px)/2y (1 + p)/2
fNBO = NNBO/NO 2(x + y − 2px)/(2 − x + y) 2(x + y − 2py)/(2 − x + y)
NNBO/NSi 2(x + y − 2px)/(1 − x − y) 2(x + y − 2py)/(1 − x − y)
NNBO/NT 2(x + y − 2px)/(1 − x + px) 2(x + y − 2py)/(1 − x + py)
NBO/NT = NO(1 − fNBO)/NT [2 − x(3 − 4p) − y]/(1 − x + px) [2 − 3x − y(1 − 4p)]/(1 − x + py)
NNBO/NMg 2(x + y − 2px)/x 2(x + y − 2py)/x
NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ) 2(x + y − 2px)/[x(1 − p) + y] 2(x + y − 2py)/[x + (1 − p)y]
fMgcc = NMgcc/NMg p py/x
fMgm = 1 − fMgcc 1 − p (x − py)/x
fAlmcc:Mg+Al = NAlmcc/(NMg + NAl ) (y − px)/(x + 2y) (1 − p)y/(x + 2y)

[(MgO)(Al2O3)]px[(MgO)(SiO2)](1−p)x[(Al2O3)(SiO2)]y−px423

(SiO2)1−2x−2y+2px and to consider the reaction scheme [15]424

px(MgO + Al2O3) + (1 − p)x(MgO + SiO2)

+ (y − px)(Al2O3 + SiO2) + (SiO2)1−2x−2y+2px

→ px(Mg2+ + 2[AlØ4/2]−)

+ (1 − p)x(Mg2+ + [SiØ2/2O2]2−)

+ (y − px)([AlØ4/2]− + Al3+ + [SiØ2/2O2]2−)

+ (1 − 2x − 2y + 2px)SiØ4/2. (9)

In this case, there is no reaction between MgO and SiO2 when425

p = 1 and all the Mg2+ ions play a charge-compensating role.426

The parameters delivered by the GYZAS model are sum-427

marized in Table III. As discussed in Ref. [15], the model428

allows for reaction schemes other than those described by429

Eqs. (5)–(7). In this way, the NBO atoms can be associated430

with either the Si or Al(IV) atoms. Each BO atom has a half431

share in two T-centered tetrahedral units [T = Si or Al(IV)],432

so the number of T-BO linkages per T-centered tetrahedron is433

given by 〈n〉 = 2NBO/NT. In this way, the total number of T-O434

linkages per T-centered tetrahedron is given by NNBO/NT +435

2NBO/NT = 4, as required.436

One of the key predictions of the GYZAS model is the437

dependence of the fraction of NBO atoms fNBO on p and438

the glass composition. The value of p is linearly related to439

the cation field strength [15]. In the case of aluminosilicate440

glasses containing Na+, K+, Ca2+ or Ba2+, fNBO has been441

measured by 17O triple-quantum MAS NMR experiments442

[51–53] or calculated in molecular dynamics simulations val-443

idated against 17O multiple-quantum MAS NMR experiments444

[54]. A one-to-one correspondence is found between the mea-445

sured or simulated values of fNBO and those calculated from446

the GYZAS model [15].447

In the scenario when all the NBO atoms are associated with448

Si atoms, the mean number of Si-BO bonds per Si-centered449

tetrahedron is given by 〈n〉 = 4 − NNBO/NSi, which defines450

the average Q〈n〉 speciation of the silicon atoms. In this case,451

the number of Si-NBO bonds NSi-NBO = NNBO and the total452

number of Si-O bonds NSi−O = 4NSi, so the probability of an453

Si-NBO bond is given by pSi-NBO = NNBO/4NSi. The fraction454

of each Si Qn species, where n denotes the number of BO455

atoms per silicon atom, can then be estimated by assuming a 456

binomial distribution of Si-BO and Si-NBO bonds such that 457

fQn = 4!

n!(4 − n)!
(1 − pSi-NBO)n p(4−n)

Si-NBO. (10)

For the MgAS system, the mean value 〈 fAl(IV)〉 = 458

0.885(60) has been obtained from 27Al MAS NMR ex- 459

periments in the regime where R � 1, which gives p = 460

2〈 fAl(IV)〉 − 1 = 0.77(11) [15]. These values are, within the 461

experimental error, consistent with the results listed in Table I, 462

which give 〈 fAl(IV)〉 = 0.893(33) and p = 0.79(7). The compo- 463

sition dependence of the GYZAS model parameters is shown 464

in Fig. 10 for the 50 and 60 mol% silica tie lines. 465

VI. DISCUSSION 466

The R dependence of the Si-O bond length is shown in 467

Fig. 11(a). There is little variation with the glass composition, 468

and the overall mean value 〈r̄SiO〉 = 1.622(7) Å is consistent 469

with a tetrahedral coordination environment for the silicon 470

atoms. There is a small but systematic variation of the Si-O 471

bond length along the tectosilicate tie line for the largest 472

silica content glasses, which will be discussed in Sec. VI F. In 473

comparison, the Al-O bond length increases in value as R → 0 474

in the peraluminous regime [Fig. 11(b)]. 475

The R dependence of the Mg-O bond distance is shown 476

in Fig. 11(c). Here, the first peak in the Mg-O correlations 477

is broad and asymmetric (see, e.g., Figs. 7–9), which is 478

consistent with the results obtained for selected glass compo- 479

sitions from experiments using NDIS [18]. The peak shape 480

is indicative of a wide range of geometries for the coordi- 481

nation environment of magnesium, and is consistent with a 482

broad distribution of electric-field gradient components at the 483

magnesium position as inferred from solid-state 25Mg NMR 484

spectra [18,55]. In consequence, it was necessary to use two 485

or three Gaussian functions to represent the first Mg-O peak. 486

The weighted mean bond distance 487

r̄MgO =
∫ r2

r1
dr rgMgO(r)∫ r2

r1
dr gMgO(r)

(11)

is therefore plotted in Fig. 11(c), where gMgO(r) was obtained 488

by summing the contributions from each of the fitted Gaussian 489

functions, and r1 and r2 define the overall r-space extent of the 490
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FIG. 10. Predictions of the GYZAS structural model for glassy
MgAS along the (a) 50 mol% and (b) 60 mol% silica tie lines for
p = 0.77. The same value of p is used across the entire R range. The
green vertical broken line marks R = 1.

first peak. The results show a larger mean Mg-O bond distance491

in the peraluminous regime where the GYZAS model predicts492

a predominantly charge-compensating role for the Mg2+ ions.493

In the peraluminous regime, the Al-O coordination num-494

bers obtained from the 27Al MAS NMR experiments increase495

in value as R → 0 [Fig. 12(a)]. The exception is the small496

value n̄O
Al = 4.06(5) for the silica-rich MgAS_7_76 glass at497

R = 0.412, which will be discussed in Sec. VI G. In com-498

parison, the Mg-O coordination numbers obtained from the499

diffraction experiments indicate a roughly constant value with500

an average 〈n̄O
Mg〉 = 5.18(37) [Fig. 12(b)]. There is, however, a501

spread about the mean that will reflect, in part, the increasing502

difficulty in measuring the Mg-O coordination number by503

diffraction as the magnesia content of the glass decreases.504

There may also be some composition dependent change to the505

coordination environment. For example, a small value of n̄O
Mg506

in the range 4.04–4.56 is found for glassy MgAS_10_50 (R507

= 0.25), which sits at the edge of glass-forming ability. This508

FIG. 11. Dependence of the (a) Si-O, (b) Al-O, and (c) Mg-O
bond distances on the ratio R. The data sets were obtained from the
diffraction experiments of the present work and, in (c), NDIS [18].
The Mg-O values were calculated using Eq. (11). The vertical lines
show representative error bars. The red solid curves show (a) the
average Si-O bond distance 〈r̄SiO〉 = 1.622(7) Å or (b) and (c) the
predictions of the GYZAS model.

FIG. 12. Dependence of the (a) Al-O and (b) Mg-O coordination
numbers on the ratio R. The data sets were obtained from (a) the
27Al MAS NMR experiments (Table I) or (b) the diffraction exper-
iments of the present work and NDIS [18]. The vertical lines show
representative error bars. The red solid curves show the predictions
of the GYZAS model. In (a), the red broken curve shows the effect
of increasing n̄O

Al(V+) from 5 to 5.3 in the regime where R � 1.
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TABLE IV. The Al-O and Mg-O coordination numbers and
bond distances obtained by fitting the measured data sets using the
GYZAS model. The ratio of the longest to shortest Al-O or Mg-O
bond distances is also given.

Atom pair α-β n̄β
α r̄αβ (Å) Ratio

Al(IV)-O 4a 1.760(5) –
Al(V)-O 5a 1.827(5) 1.04
Mgm-O 4.46(9) 2.024(10) –
Mgcc-O 5.39(10) 2.120(10) 1.05

aFixed parameter.

material corresponds to the most alumina-rich composition509

along the 50 mol% silica tie line and was made by contain-510

erless processing.511

Overall, the R dependence of the Al-O and Mg-O bond512

distances and coordination numbers indicate a change in be-513

havior when R = 1. Accordingly, the GYZAS model was used514

to interpret the results.515

A. R dependence of the aluminum coordination environment516

The fraction of aluminum atoms with an Al-O coordination517

number of five or greater is given by fAl(V+) = 1 − fAl(IV).518

The mean Al-O coordination number follows from519

n̄O
Al = fAl(IV)n̄

O
Al(IV) + fAl(V+)n̄

O
Al(V+), (12)

where n̄O
Al(IV) = 4 and 5 � n̄O

Al(V+) � 6. The difference be-520

tween the coordination numbers should lead to an Al(V+)-O521

bond distance r̄Al(V+)O that is longer than the Al(IV)-O bond522

distance r̄Al(IV)O because more oxygen atoms must cram into523

the first coordination shell of aluminum. Both distances will524

contribute to the position of the Gaussian peak fitted to the525

diffraction data. The weighted mean Al-O distance is given526

by527

r̄AlO = fAl(IV)n̄O
Al(IV)r̄Al(IV)O + fAl(V+)n̄O

Al(V+)r̄Al(V+)O

fAl(IV)n̄O
Al(IV) + fAl(V+)n̄O

Al(V+)

. (13)

The individual Al-O bond distances were obtained from a528

least squares fit of Eq. (13) to the measured values shown in529

Fig. 11(b) for the regime where R < 1, subject to the condi-530

tions that (i) the same value p = 0.77 applies across the entire531

composition range, (ii) there are no Al(VI) species such that532

n̄O
Al(V+) = n̄O

Al(V) = 5, (iii) the bond distances are constrained533

such that Eq. (13) gives the mean value 〈r̄AlO〉 = 1.769(9) Å534

found from the diffraction experiments for the regime where535

R � 1, and (iv) fAl(IV) is given by the GYZAS model in both536

composition regimes (Table III). The fitted function is shown537

in Fig. 11(b) and the fitted distances are listed in Table IV. The538

distances are in accord with those typically found from exper-539

iment [56] or bond-valence theory [57], which give r̄Al(IV)O =540

1.74–1.76 Å versus r̄Al(V)O = 1.81–1.84 Å.541

The R dependence of n̄O
Al, calculated from Eq. (12) using542

the GYZAS model with n̄O
Al(V+) = n̄O

Al(V) = 5, is shown in543

Fig. 12(a). In the peraluminous regime, the majority of the544

measured n̄O
Al values are larger than predicted by the model.545

The latter gives a maximal value at R = 0, where fAl(IV) =546

fAl(V+) = 1/2, such that n̄O
Al = 4.5. The maximum can be547

increased by invoking Al(VI) species, and the agreement548

of the model with experiment can be improved by taking 549

n̄O
Al(V+) = 5.3 for the regime where R < 1 [Fig. 12(a)]. This 550

value of n̄O
Al(V+) corresponds, however, to 15 mol% of the alu- 551

minum as Al(VI) species, which is substantially larger than in- 552

dicated by the 27Al MAS NMR results (Table I). Alternatively, 553

more Al(V) atoms could be generated in the peraluminous 554

regime by giving more weighting to the reaction scheme of 555

Eq. (7) through an adjustment of the parameter p [15]. 556

Threefold coordinated oxygen atoms in tricluster 557

conformations may also contribute towards the glass 558

structure. In their original conception, a tricluster oxygen 559

atom is shared between three tetrahedral SiO4 and/or AlO4 560

motifs [58]. This oxygen atom can also be associated with 561

higher coordinated aluminum atoms, provided the original 562

concept is generalized such that an Al(IV) centered unit is 563

replaced by an edge-sharing Al(V) or Al(VI) centered unit 564

[59]. In ensuring charge neutrality, oxygen triclusters offer an 565

alternative to NBO atoms for generating negatively charged 566

units. As discussed in Sec. VI G, there is the possibility that 567

their existence is signaled by the behavior of fNBO in the 568

peraluminous regime [15]. 569

B. R dependence of the magnesium coordination environment 570

Figures 11(c) and 12(b) indicate that the Mg-O coordina- 571

tion number and bond distance both increase as R decreases 572

from the limit R → ∞, where the glass contains no alumina 573

and all the Mg2+ ions take a network-modifying role, to the 574

value R = 1, where most of the Mg2+ ions take a charge- 575

compensating role (Fig. 10). In this progression, the ratio 576

NNBO/NMg decreases and is a minimum at the R = 1 tectosil- 577

icate composition (Table III). The results therefore suggest a 578

difference between the average coordination environments of 579

charge-compensating versus network-modifying Mg2+ ions 580

that is related to the availability of NBO atoms. In general, 581

both BO and NBO atoms will contribute towards these coordi- 582

nation environments. There is, however, a greater probability 583

of NBO atoms contributing in the R → ∞ limit, indicating 584

that the higher charge on NBO versus BO atoms favors a more 585

compact coordination environment for the network-modifying 586

species. Conversely, there is a smaller probability of NBO 587

atoms contributing when R = 1, leading to a less compact co- 588

ordination environment for the charge-compensating species. 589

Indeed, the probability of NBO atoms contributing towards 590

the Mg2+ coordination environment would be vanishingly 591

small at R = 1 if p = 1. Between these R limits, it is pos- 592

sible that a given Mg2+ ion will have in its first coordination 593

sphere both Si NBO atoms and oxygen atoms from [AlØ4/2]− 594

units, and therefore play a dual network-modifying/charge- 595

compensating role. 596

In the following, it will be assumed that the composition 597

dependence of the magnesium coordination environment can 598

be described by a superposition of Mg2+ ions that take either 599

a predominantly network-modifying or charge-compensating 600

role. In this way, the mean coordination numbers and bond 601

distances of these species can be estimated by applying the 602

GYZAS model to the measured data sets. 603

The mean Mg-O coordination number is given by 604

n̄O
Mg = fMgcc n̄

O
Mgcc

+ fMgm n̄O
Mgm

, (14)
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where the subscripts cc and m denote the charge-605

compensating and network-modifying species, respectively,606

and the fractions fMgcc and fMgm are predicted by the GYZAS607

model (Table III). The value of n̄O
Mg should therefore be608

invariant within the R � 1 regime. The individual Mg-O co-609

ordination numbers were obtained from a least squares fit of610

Eq. (14) to the measured values shown in Fig. 12(b) for the611

regime where R � 1, subject to the conditions that (i) the612

same value p = 0.77 applies across the entire composition613

range, and (ii) the coordination numbers are constrained such614

that Eq. (14) gives the mean value 〈n̄O
Mg〉 = 5.18(37) found615

from experiment for the regime where R < 1 (in calculating616

this mean, extreme values were omitted, e.g., those obtained617

for the high-silica content tectosilicate glasses.) The fitted618

coordination numbers are listed in Table IV.619

The weighted mean Mg-O distance is given by620

r̄MgO = fMgcc n̄
O
Mgcc

r̄MgccO + fMgm n̄O
Mgm

r̄MgmO

fMgcc n̄
O
Mgcc

+ fMgm n̄O
Mgm

. (15)

The individual Mg-O bond distances were obtained from a621

least squares fit of Eq. (15) to the measured values shown622

in Fig. 11(c) over the entire composition regime, with the623

coordination numbers n̄O
Mgcc

and n̄O
Mgm

set at the values found624

above. The fitted function is shown in Fig. 11(c) and the fitted625

values are listed in Table IV. The Mgcc-O bond distance is626

longer than its Mgm-O counterpart, which is consistent with627

the larger Mgcc-O coordination number. For comparison, the628

Mg-O bond distance predicted by bond-valence theory [57] is629

1.990(8) Å for n̄O
Mg = 4.46(10) versus 2.067(7) Å for n̄O

Mg =630

5.39(10).631

We note that the findings of this section contrast with632

the results of Guignard and Cormier [60], who argue for an633

invariant coordination number n̄O
Mg � 5.1(1) on the basis of634

the reverse Monte Carlo models obtained from neutron and635

x-ray diffraction data sets.636

C. Experimental uncertainties637

As mentioned above, there is a spread in the R dependence638

of the data points in Figs. 11 and 12 that is especially no-639

ticeable in the peraluminous regime. In particular, the spread640

is larger than the precision of the measurements, which is641

indicated by the size of the error bars. This behavior could642

originate from factors that include the (i) composition depen-643

dence of the glass forming ability, (ii) quench rate used to644

form the glass, (iii) silica content of the glass, (iv) procedure645

used to anneal the glass, (v) quality of the 27Al MAS NMR646

data and sophistication of the modeling procedure used to647

interpret the measured spectra, and (vi) validity of the scheme648

used to interpret the measured total pair-distribution functions649

D′
N(r) and D′

X(r). In the peraluminous regime, for example,650

the glasses are often at the edge of glass-forming ability,651

requiring the use of containerless processing with fast quench-652

rates to avoid relaxation into the crystalline state.653

To investigate the spread in values that originates from654

the silica content of the glass, the compositional trends along655

the tie lines with 50 and 60 mol% silica are investigated in656

Secs. VI D and VI E, respectively. Here, the methodology657

used to fit the diffraction data is validated by comparison658

with the results obtained by applying neutron diffraction with659

FIG. 13. Dependence of the (a) Si-O, (b) Al-O, and (c) Mg-O
bond distances on the mol% of alumina along the tie line with 50
mol% silica. The data sets were obtained from the diffraction exper-
iments of the present work and, in (c), NDIS [18]. The Mg-O values
were calculated using Eq. (11). The vertical lines show representative
error bars. The red solid curves show (a) the average Si-O bond
distance for all compositions 〈r̄SiO〉 = 1.622(7) Å or (b) and (c) the
predictions of the GYZAS model.

magnesium isotope substitution to selected glass compo- 660

sitions, a technique that removes much of the ambiguity 661

associated with the interpretation of total pair-distribution 662

functions [18]. The compositional trends along the tectosil- 663

icate tie line are considered in Sec. VI F. These tie lines 664

were chosen for consideration because they correspond to the 665

maximal amount of experimental information. 666

D. 50 mol% silica tie line 667

Figure 13 shows the composition dependence of the Si- 668

O, Al-O, and Mg-O bond distances along the tie line with 669

50 mol% silica. The composition is represented by mol% 670

alumina to enable the data points for zero alumina content 671

(corresponding to the limit R → ∞) to be plotted. The Si-O 672

distance does not show a systematic change with the glass 673

composition and the values are similar to the mean value 674

obtained for all compositions 〈r̄SiO〉 = 1.622(7) Å. The Al-O 675

and Mg-O distances predicted by the GYZAS model are in 676

accord with experiment, showing a change in behavior at 677

the 25 mol% alumina composition where R = 1. Figure 14 678

shows the composition dependence of the Al-O and Mg-O 679

coordination numbers. Again, the model predicts the observed 680

change in behavior at R = 1. The measured n̄O
Al values in the 681
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FIG. 14. Dependence of the (a) Al-O and (b) Mg-O coordination
numbers on the mol% of alumina along the tie line with 50 mol%
silica. The data sets were obtained from (a) the 27Al MAS NMR
experiments or (b) the diffraction experiments of the present work
and NDIS [18]. The vertical lines show representative error bars. The
red solid curves show the predictions of the GYZAS model. In (a),
the red broken curve for the peraluminous regime shows the effect of
increasing n̄O

Al(V+) from 5 to 5.3.

peraluminous regime are better represented by the model if682

n̄O
Al(V+) is increased from 5 to 5.3. The results show a small683

value n̄O
Mg = 4.04–4.56 for the MgAS_10_50 glass with the684

highest alumina content.685

E. 60 mol% silica tie line686

Figure 15 shows the composition dependence of the Si-687

O, Al-O, and Mg-O bond distances along the tie line with688

60 mol% silica. The Si-O distances do not show a system-689

atic change with the glass composition. The Al-O and Mg-O690

distances predicted by the GYZAS model are similar to exper-691

iment, showing a change in behavior at the 20 mol% alumina692

composition where R = 1. Figure 16 shows the composition693

dependence of the Al-O and Mg-O coordination numbers.694

Again, the model predicts the trends shown in the experimen-695

tal data, including the change in behavior at R = 1. In the696

peraluminous regime, an increase in n̄O
Al(V+) from 5 to 5.3 does697

not improve the agreement of the model with the measured698

values of n̄O
Al.699

F. Tectosilicate tie line700

Figure 17 shows the composition dependence of the Si-701

O, Al-O, and Mg-O bond distances along the tectosilicate702

tie line where R = 1. Here, the GYZAS model predicts an703

Al-O distance in agreement with experiment when the silica704

content �70 mol%, but underestimates this distance for the705

compositions that are more silica-rich. In comparison, the706

measured r̄MgO values do not change with composition, and707

the mean value 〈r̄MgO〉 = 2.09(2) Å is in agreement with the708

value 2.10 Å obtained from the GYZAS model.709

FIG. 15. Dependence of the (a) Si-O, (b) Al-O, and (c) Mg-O
bond distances on the mol% of alumina along the tie line with 60
mol% silica. The data sets were obtained from the diffraction exper-
iments of the present work and, in (c), NDIS [18]. The Mg-O values
were calculated using Eq. (11). The vertical lines show representative
error bars. The red solid curves show (a) the average Si-O bond
distance for all compositions 〈r̄SiO〉 = 1.622(7) Å or (b) and (c) the
predictions of the GYZAS model.

Figure 18 shows the composition dependence of the Al- 710

O and Mg-O coordination numbers. The aluminum atoms 711

are in a predominantly tetrahedral coordination environment 712

across the entire composition range, which indicates that the 713

majority of Mg2+ ions are involved in a charge-compensating 714

role. There is uncertainty in the measured Mg-O coordination 715

numbers when the silica content �70 mol%. The peak fitting 716

procedure shows a marked increase in n̄O
Mg with the silica 717

content, which is unexpected because the measured mean 718

Mg-O bond distance does not change with composition. The 719

value n̄O
Mg � 8 is obtained for the glass with the largest silica 720

content, so a bond distance closer to r̄MgO = 2.21–2.27 Å 721

is anticipated from experiment (Table II) or bond-valence 722

theory [57]. This outcome likely originates from the decreased 723

sensitivity of D′(r) to the Mg-O correlations with increasing 724

silica content (Fig. 9 and Fig. S11 [38]). Smaller n̄O
Mg values 725

are obtained by smoothing D′(r) with a Lorch modification 726

function [61] and using Eq. (S2) [38] to consider the area 727

under its first peak [Fig. 18(b)]. 728

Overall, the results for the tectosilicate tie line indicate a 729

change in the glass structure when the silica content exceeds 730

�70 mol%. The Al-O bond length increases with the silica 731

content as the Si-O bond length decreases towards the value 732
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FIG. 16. Dependence of the (a) Al-O and (b) Mg-O coordination
numbers on the mol% of alumina along the tie line with 60 mol%
silica. The data sets were obtained from (a) the 27Al MAS NMR
experiments or (b) the diffraction experiments of the present work
and NDIS [18]. The vertical lines show representative error bars. The
red solid curves show the predictions of the GYZAS model. In (a),
the broken red curve shows the effect of increasing n̄O

Al(V+) from 5 to
5.3.

found for silica glass. These changes presumably reflect a733

decrease in the number of Si-O-Al linkages as the alumina734

content of the glass diminishes. They may also be related to735

a loss of Al(IV)-NBO linkages: 17O NMR experiments on736

calcium aluminosilicate glasses [62] indicate a loss of these737

linkages when NSi/(NAl + NSi) > 0.49 while 27Al NMR ex-738

periments on strontium aluminosilicate glasses [63] indicate739

their loss when NSi/(NAl + NSi) � 0.7.740

The structural changes along the tectosilicate tie line ac-741

company the transformation of the mechanical properties of742

the glass from “normal” to “anomalous” [64], in that the743

mechanism of deformation on sharp contact loading changes744

from shear flow to densification as the silica content is in-745

creased beyond �70 mol% [16]. Such silica-rich glasses often746

exhibit unusually small values for the coefficient of thermal747

expansion [65]. As discussed in Sec. VI I, the change in748

structure also coincides with a minimum in the glass hard-749

ness around 70 mol% silica as measured in nanoindentation750

experiments [16].751

G. Network connectivity: fraction of NBO atoms752

In the scenario where all the Si, Al(IV), and O atoms753

contribute towards the glass network, and the oxygen atoms754

within this network are either one-fold coordinated (NBO)755

or twofold coordinated (BO) to the Si/Al(IV) species, the756

fraction of NBO atoms can be found from the expression [15]757

fNBO = 2 − cSi

cO
n̄O

Si − fAl(IV)
cAl

cO
n̄O

Al(IV), (16)

FIG. 17. Dependence of the (a) Si-O, (b) Al-O, and (c) Mg-O
bond distances on the mol% of silica along the tectosilicate tie line
where R = 1. The data sets were obtained from the diffraction exper-
iments of the present work and, in (c), NDIS [18]. The Mg-O values
were calculated using Eq. (11). The vertical lines show representative
error bars. The red solid curves show (a) the average Si-O bond
distance for all compositions 〈r̄SiO〉 = 1.622(7) Å or (b) and (c) the
predictions of the GYZAS model. In (c), the green broken curve
gives the mean value 〈r̄MgO〉 = 2.09(2) Å obtained from the plotted
data points.

where n̄O
Si = n̄O

Al(IV) = 4. The derivation of this equation makes 758

no reference to the location of the NBO atoms, i.e., they can 759

be associated with the Si and/or Al(IV) atoms. 760

Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show the R dependence of fNBO 761

calculated for the 50 and 60 mol% silica tie lines, respec- 762

tively, using the fAl(IV) values taken from the 27Al MAS NMR 763

experiments (Table I). The predictions of the GYZAS model 764

are in overall accord, although there is an indication for the 765

60 mol% tie line that the model overestimates the fraction of 766

NBO atoms within the peraluminous regime. 767

Figure 19(c) shows the R dependence of the ratio 768

NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ) for all the data sets listed in Table I. This 769

ratio compares the availability of NBO atoms, which break the 770

connectivity of the tetrahedral network, to the availability of 771

high cation field-strength magnesium and Almcc ions, which 772

may hold together the pieces of the network thus fragmented. 773

The cation field strength is defined by FM = ZM/r2
M, where ZM 774

is the formal charge on species M. Its value for aluminum and 775

magnesium ions with different M-O coordination numbers 776

is given in Table V. The ratio NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ) = 0 for 777

the R = 1 tectosilicate compositions, in contradiction to the 778

standard model for aluminosilicate glass (Sec. I). 779
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FIG. 18. Dependence of the (a) Al-O and (b) Mg-O coordination
numbers on the mol% of silica along the tectosilicate tie line where
R = 1. The data sets were obtained from (a) the 27Al MAS NMR
experiments or (b) the diffraction experiments of the present work by
fitting D′(r) (solid symbols) or by considering the area under the first
peak in rD′(r) after the application of a Lorch modification function
(open symbols). In (b), the Mg-O distances from NDIS experiments
are also shown [18]. In (a) the vertical lines show representative error
bars and in (b) most of the error bars are comparable to the symbol
size. The red solid curves show the predictions of the GYZAS model.

The GYZAS model represents the overall trends that are780

observed. An exception is the negative value of the ratio781

NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ) at R = 0.412, corresponding to the high782

silica content MgAS_7_76 glass for which n̄O
Al = 4.06(5), i.e.,783

to a peraluminous composition where the coordination envi-784

ronments of both Al and Si are predominantly tetrahedral. The785

corresponding Al-O bond distance r̄AlO = 1.811(7) Å is large786

and close to the value of 1.835 Å predicted by bond-valence787

theory for Al(V) atoms [57]. The fraction of NBO atoms788

calculated from Eq. (16) also takes a negative value fNBO =789

−0.058(8), which points to a breakdown of the assumptions790

on which this equation is predicated. The unphysical value791

of fNBO may indicate the presence of threefold coordinated792

oxygen atoms in tricluster conformations [15].793

TABLE V. Cation field strength FM for Al3+ and Mg2+ ions with
different coordination numbers (CN). The ionic radii are taken from
Shannon [66].

Ion CN rM (Å) FM (Å−2)

Al3+ 4 0.39 13.15
5 0.48 8.68
6 0.535 6.99

Mg2+ 4 0.57 6.16
5 0.66 4.59
6 0.72 3.86
8 0.89 2.52

FIG. 19. The R dependence of (a) fNBO along the 50 mol% silica
tie line, (b) fNBO along the 60 mol% silica tie line, and (c) the ratio
NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ). The green broken vertical line marks the R
= 1 composition. The data sets (solid squares) were obtained from
Eq. (16) with fAl(IV) taken from the 27Al MAS NMR results listed in
Table I. The red curves show the predictions of the GYZAS model
with p = 0.77.

H. Does Mg2+ act as a network former? 794

In the above, the network is assumed to comprise all 795

the Al(IV) and fourfold coordinated Si species and all the 796

oxygen atoms. In this way, the fraction of NBO atoms 797

can be predicted. For those aluminosilicate systems con- 798

taining monovalent or divalent network-modifying/charge- 799

compensating species for which this fraction is available from 800

solid-state 17O NMR experiments or molecular dynamics sim- 801

ulations validated against 17O NMR experiments, agreement 802

is found between the predicted and measured/modeled values 803

(Sec. V). 804

It has been suggested that fourfold coordinated magne- 805

sium ions Mg(IV) can act as network formers. For instance, 806

29Si MAS NMR experiments have been performed on bio- 807

glasses with the composition 49.46SiO2 1.07P2O5 [23.08(1 808

− x)]CaOxMgO 26.38Na2O (x = 0–23.08 mol%) to measure 809

the Qn speciation [72]. The conversion of Q2 to Q3 Si species 810

was observed on substituting Ca2+ for Mg2+, leading to a loss 811

of NBO atoms. This alteration to the network connectivity can 812

be explained by invoking Mg(IV) atoms that act as network 813

formers. Equation (16) can then be rewritten as 814

fNBO = 2 − cSi

cO
n̄O

Si − cP

cO
n̄O

P − fMg(IV)
cMg

cO
n̄O

Mg(IV) (17)
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TABLE VI. Percentage of Qn species obtained from 29Si MAS NMR experiments on glassy MgSiO3, CaSiO3 and CaMgSi2O6. The mean
number of Si-BO bonds per Si atom 〈n〉 is also given, along with the ratio NNBO/NSi. The results are compared to a statistical distribution of Qn

species for a glass of composition MSiO3, where M denotes Mg, Ca, or a mixture of both, as calculated using Eq. (10) with pSi-NBO = 0.5.

Glass Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 〈n〉 NNBO/NSi Reference

MgSiO3 0.0 25.0 42.0 25.7 7.3 2.15 1.85 [67]
1.4(1) 19.1(3) 53.0(4) 25.2(3) 1.4(1) 2.06 1.94 [68]

0 26.0(5) 42.0(8) 24.0(5) 8.0(2) 2.14 1.86 [55]
CaSiO3 0.72(13) 19.33(28) 54.68(34) 24.14(53) 1.13(1) 2.06 1.94 [69]

0 20(5) 64(8) 14(5) 2(1) 1.98 2.02 [70]
0 16.6 64.4 19.0 0.0 2.02 1.98 [71]

CaMgSi2O6 0 28(8) 43(10) 25(6) 4(1) 2.05 1.95 [70]
0 33.0(8) 43.0(9) 20.0(4) 4.0(1) 1.95 2.05 [55]

MSiO3 6.25 25 37.5 25 6.25 2 2 –

where n̄O
Si = n̄O

P = n̄O
Mg(IV) = 4 and fMg(IV) is the fraction of815

magnesium atoms that take a network forming role. If it is816

assumed that fMg(IV) = 1, too few NBO atoms are generated.817

Instead, the value fMg(IV) = 0.14 leads to better accord with818

the measured NNBO/NSi values. The mean Mg-O coordina-819

tion number was not, however, measured to try and assess820

the magnesium speciation. For example, a value n̄O
Mg = 4821

would indicate that Mg(IV) atoms can play both a network-822

modifying and network-forming role, with only a small823

fraction adopting the latter.824

In the MgAS glasses, if the Mg(IV) atoms act as network825

formers then Eq. (16) can be rewritten as826

fNBO = 2 − cSi

cO
n̄O

Si − fAl(IV)
cAl

cO
n̄O

Al(IV) − fMg(IV)
cMg

cO
n̄O

Mg(IV).

(18)
In these materials, the diffraction results show that n̄O

Mg � 4.6827

for the majority of glass compositions (Tables S6– S8 [38]).828

For n̄O
Mg = 4.6, the smallest value fMg(IV) = 0.4 is obtained829

by assuming that only Mg(IV) and Mg(V) species contribute830

towards the glass structure such that n̄O
Mg = 4 fMg(IV) + 5(1 −831

fMg(IV)). This fMg(IV) value is consistent with molecular dy-832

namics simulations of glassy MgSiO3 that give a good account833

of the Qn speciation found from 29Si MAS NMR experiments834

[6]. For n̄O
Mg > 4.6, the same assumptions lead to smaller835

values of fMg(IV). The fNBO values calculated for the various836

glass compositions of Table I using fMg(IV) = 0.4 are mostly837

negative. This finding is unphysical and implies that either (i)838

fMg(IV) is too large or (ii) the assumptions leading to Eq. (18)839

are invalid.840

Table VI shows the Qn speciation observed in 29Si MAS841

NMR experiments on glassy enstatite MgSiO3, wollastonite842

CaSiO3 and diopside CaMgSi2O6. The results are compared843

to a statistical distribution of Qn species (Sec. V) and do not844

indicate different structural roles for the Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions.845

The measured ratio NNBO/NSi � 2 is in accordance with both846

the GYZAS model and Eq. (16) where it is assumed that Mg2+
847

and Ca2+ do not act as network formers. In comparison, the848

measured n̄O
Mg values for MgSiO3 are in the range 4.56–4.88,849

which gives fMg(IV) values in the range 0.12–0.44 if Mg(IV)850

and Mg(V) are the only magnesium species that contribute to-851

wards the glass structure. If these Mg(IV) atoms were deemed852

to be network-formers, Eq. (18) leads to NNBO/NSi values in853

the range 0.24–1.52, which is not in agreement with experi- 854

ment. 855

The absence of a network forming role for Mg2+ is 856

supported by experiments in which the entropy of mixing 857

Smix was deduced from the viscosity measured along the 858

pyroxene CaSiO3-MgSiO3 (y = 0), garnet Ca3Al2Si3O12- 859

Mg3Al2Si3O12 (y = 0.143) and anorthite CaAl2Si2O8- 860

MgAl2Si2O8 (y = 0.25) tie lines, where CaO was systemat- 861

ically replaced by MgO [73,74]. The experimental results are 862

consistent with an ideal mixing hypothesis for the Ca2+ and 863

Mg2+ cations, where the contribution of Smix to the configura- 864

tional entropy Sconfig is largest at temperatures near the glass 865

transition temperature Tg. 866

We note that when magnesia is replaced by alumina, Al3+
867

ions with a large cation field-strength are introduced to the 868

glass structure. The FM values listed in Table V suggest that 869

Al(V) would be a more effective network-forming candidate 870

than Mg(IV). 871

To establish fNBO and further test the validity of the 872

GYZAS model and Eq. (16), it would be helpful to per- 873

form 17O MAS NMR experiments on MgAS glasses. Such 874

experiments would also indicate whether “free” oxide ions 875

O2− exist, as suggested from experiments on low silica 876

content (Ca0.5Mg0.5O)1−x(SiO2)x (0.28 � x � 0.33) glasses 877

[75]. These oxide ions are not bound to network-forming units 878

but appear in M-O-M connections, where M denotes Ca or 879

Mg. 880

I. Material properties 881

The network connectivity is expected to affect the 882

structure-related material properties. Figure 20 shows, how- 883

ever, little change at R = 1 in the measured high-temperature 884

shear viscosity along the tie lines with approximately 52, 67, 885

or 75 mol% silica [76], where a minimum is expected in fNBO 886

and related structural parameters (Fig. 10). This observation 887

may indicate that the structure of the glass is not representative 888

of the structure of the high-temperature melt. Indeed, the 889

sensitivity of the viscosity of aluminosilicates to composition 890

and structure is much greater near the glass transition than 891

above the liquidus where the data sets tend to converge [79]. 892

Figure 21 shows the composition dependent changes that 893

occur to the glass hardness H [77,78] and several of the 894

structural parameters along the �70 mol% silica tie line. In 895
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FIG. 20. Dependence of log10 η vs the ratio R for the tie lines
with approximately 52, 67, and 75 mol% silica at a temperature
of 1600 ◦C [76]. The green broken vertical line marks the R = 1
composition. For a given tie line, no change in behavior is observed
at R = 1 where a minimum is expected in fNBO and related structural
parameters (Fig. 10).

this comparison, it should be noted that the hardness and896

structural measurements were not made on an identical set897

of samples. Nevertheless, a minimum in H occurs around898

R = 1, which is associated with a minimum in NNBO/NT, i.e.,899

to a maximum in the connectivity of the tetrahedral network.900

The minimum in H is also associated with a minimum in901

the ratio NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ) and a minimum in the Al-O902

coordination number n̄O
Al.903

In these considerations, it is pertinent to point out that904

for the magnesium aluminosilicate system, the energetic dis-905

tinction between the bonds involving Mg2+ and NBO or BO906

atoms is likely to be smaller than in commonly studied alumi-907

nosilicates, where network-modifying/charge-compensating908

cations such as Na+ and Ca2+ have a lower field strength909

and weaker ionic interactions with the NBO atoms. The break910

in the predicted curves of speciation versus composition at911

R = 1 is thus likely to be less discontinuous than indicated by912

Fig. 10. Indeed, as compared to the sodium and calcium alu-913

minosilicate systems, which are characterized by larger values914

for the parameter p, the transition in behavior at R = 1 is less915

sharply defined. For instance, fNBO takes its minimal value of916

zero at R = 1 in the limit when p = 1, which corresponds to917

low field-strength cations [15], but takes a finite value at R = 1918

for magnesium aluminosilicates where p � 0.77 (Fig. 10).919

Similarly, a smearing of the discontinuity in fAl(IV) predicted920

by the GYZAS model at R = 1 might be anticipated, although921

the available 27Al MAS NMR data on the magnesium alu-922

FIG. 21. Dependence of (a) the microhardness [77,78],
(b) NNBO/NT, (c) NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ), and (d) the mean Al-O
coordination number n̄O

Al on the ratio R along the �70 mol% silica
tie line. The green broken vertical line marks the R = 1 composition.
In (a), the blue broken curve is drawn as a guide for the eye. In
(b)–(c), the solid circles with vertical error bars were calculated
using Eq. (16) with fAl(IV) taken from the 27Al MAS NMR results
listed in Table I. The red curves show the predictions of the GYZAS
model with p = 0.77. In (d), the data points are taken from Table I.

minosilicate system do support the occurrence of an abrupt 923

change at the R = 1 composition [15]. In view of the small 924

number of data points, it is not possible to assess the sharpness 925

of the transition in the hardness at R = 1 for the �70 mol% 926

silica tie line (Fig. 21). 927

Figure 22 shows the composition dependent changes that 928

occur to H [16] and several of the structural parameters 929

along the tectosilicate tie line. Here, there is a minimum in 930

H around 70 mol% silica that is not accompanied by an 931

extremum in the connectivity of the tetrahedral network as 932

expressed by NNBO/NT. There is a minimum, however, in the 933

ratio NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ) and in the coordination number 934

n̄O
Al. These minima are also related to the transition in the 935

mechanism of deformation from shear flow to densification 936

with increasing silica content (Sec. VI F). 937

VII. CONCLUSIONS 938

A comprehensive investigation was performed on the struc- 939

ture of MgAS glasses using neutron and x-ray diffraction, 940
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FIG. 22. Dependence of (a) the hardness measured in nanoinden-
tation experiments using a Berkovich diamond tip [16], (b) NNBO/NT,
(c) NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ), and (d) the mean Al-O coordination num-
ber n̄O

Al on the mol% of silica for glasses on or near to the tectosilicate
tie line. The green broken vertical line marks the minimum in H at
about 70 mol% silica. In (b)–(c), the solid circles with vertical error
bars were calculated using Eq. (16) with fAl(IV) taken from the 27Al
MAS NMR results listed in Table I. All measurements correspond to
the same set of samples. The red curves show the predictions of the
GYZAS model with p = 0.77. In (d), the data points are taken from
Table I.

aided by the results obtained from 27Al MAS NMR spec-941

troscopy. The results were interpreted using the GYZAS942

model for aluminosilicate glasses [15]. The model contains943

a single adjustable parameter that was set to the value p =944

0.77 found from the mean fraction of Al(IV) atoms observed945

in the R � 1 regime from 27Al MAS NMR experiments946

[15].947

The predicted R dependence for the fractions of fourfold948

and higher coordinated aluminum atoms was combined with949

the diffraction results to deliver Al(IV)-O and Al(V)-O bond950

distances in agreement with those expected from other ex-951

periments and bond-valence theory (Table IV). The predicted952

R dependence for the fractions of network-modifying and953

charge-compensating Mg2+ ions was also combined with the954

diffraction results, showing that these species are structurally955

inequivalent: The mean Mg-O coordination number and bond956

distance are larger for the charge-compensating species (Ta-957

ble IV). A network forming role for Mg(IV) is improbable: 958

It does not perform this role in MgSiO3 or CaMgSi2O6 glass, 959

and it is unlikely to adopt this role when alumina is added 960

because the entropy of mixing Smix of Ca2+ and Mg2+ along 961

the garnet and anorthite tie lines is ideal. 962

At the boundaries of the glass-forming region, more exotic 963

behavior can be observed. Along the tectosilicate tie line, 964

for example, the Al-O bond distance increases as the Si-O 965

bond distance decreases when the silica content exceeds �70 966

mol%, even though the Al-O and Si-O coordination numbers 967

do not show any significant change. These structural changes 968

accompany the transformation from a “normal” to “anoma- 969

lous” glass, where the mechanism of deformation changes 970

from shear flow to densification on sharp contact loading, and 971

are associated with a minimum in the glass hardness at about 972

70 mol% silica [Fig. 22(a)]. Along the 50 mol% silica tie line, 973

there appears to be a sudden drop in the Mg-O coordination 974

number to n̄O
Mg = 4.04–4.56 for the glass with the largest 975

alumina content. 976

The fraction of NBO atoms fNBO was calculated from 977

Eq. (16) using the fAl(IV) values measured using 27Al MAS 978

NMR spectroscopy. This approach assumes a glass network 979

containing all the Si, Al(IV), and O atoms, where each oxygen 980

atom plays either an NBO or BO role. For the peraluminous 981

regime, the fraction of NBO atoms decreases as the silica 982

content of the glass increases [Figs. 19(a) and 19(b)]. The 983

calculated value of fNBO takes an unphysical value for the 76 984

mol% silica glass MgAS_7_76, which indicates a breakdown 985

of the assumptions on which Eq. (16) is predicated. Threefold 986

coordinated oxygen atoms in tricluster conformations may 987

therefore contribute towards the glass structure [15]. 988

The high-temperature viscosity does not show a change in 989

behavior when R = 1 along a tie line with either 52, 67, or 990

75 mol% silica (Fig. 20). The glass hardness is not related 991

in a simple way to the network connectivity as expressed by 992

NNBO/NT. Along the 70 mol% silica tie line, for example, the 993

smallest hardness corresponds to a minimum in the compo- 994

sition dependence of NNBO/NT, i.e., to maximal connectivity 995

of the tetrahedral motifs. No such relation exists along the 996

tectosilicate tie line. In all cases, the minimum hardness 997

does, however, coincide with a minimum in the composition 998

dependence of both n̄O
Al and the ratio NNBO/(NMg + NAlmcc ). 999

The hardness appears to reflect a competition between the 1000

network-breaking effect of the NBO atoms versus the ability 1001

of the high cation field-strength magnesium and Almcc ions to 1002

hold together the pieces of a fragmented network. 1003

The data sets created during this research are openly avail- 1004

able from the University of Bath Research Data Archive [80]. 1005

The measured neutron diffraction data sets are available from 1006

Refs. [81–85] for the D4c experiment and from Refs. [86,87] 1007

for the SLS and GEM experiments. 1008
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